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Abstract 
 
Three-dimensional reconstruction of small objects has been one of the most 
challenging problems over the last decade.  Computer graphics researchers and 
photography professionals have been working on improving 3D reconstruction 
algorithms to fit the high demands of various real life applications.   
In this thesis, we implemented a 3D scanner system based on fringe projection 
method.  Two different methods have been implemented and used as the unwrapping 
solution in fringe projection method.  A parameterization tool has been created in 
order to generate different fringe patterns for distinctive needs in the fringe projection 
method.  Considering our first practical implementation (based on phase shifting and 
multi wavelength techniques) the number of pictures used in phase shifting method 
has been decreased and the effects of reducing the fringe patterns on the level of 
precision of the 3D model have been investigated. Optical arrangement and 
calibration of the system (fringe projection method) have been studied, and numerous 
suggestions have been proposed to improve the precision of the system.  Also, an 
evaluation method has been implemented based on calibration techniques.  The error 
rate on both surface and height of the 3D model compare with the object has been 
calculated.    
Keywords 
Digital Fringe Projection, 3D Reconstruction, Phase Unwrapping, Phase Shifting. 
Image processing, Interferometry, Profilometry, Photogrammetry, Phase, Phase 
unwrapping, Phase to height conversion, Stereo matching 
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ABSTRACT 
Three-dimensional reconstruction of small objects has been one of the most 
challenging problems over the last decade.  Computer graphics researchers and 
photography professionals have been working on improving 3D reconstruction 
algorithms to fit the high demands of various real life applications.  Medical 
sciences, animation, virtual reality, pattern recognition, tourism, and reverse 
engineering are common fields where 3D reconstruction of objects plays a vital role.  
Both lack of accuracy and high computational cost are the major challenges facing 
successful 3D reconstruction.  Fringe projection has emerged as a promising 3D 
reconstruction direction that combines low computational cost with both high 
precision and high resolution.  It employs digital projection, structured light systems 
and phase analysis on fringed pictures.  Research studies have shown that the 
technique has acceptable performance, and moreover it is insensitive to ambient 
light. 
In this thesis, we implemented a 3D scanner system based on fringe projection 
method.  We used the phase shifting technique as the fringe analysis approach in our 
practical approaches.  Two different methods have been implemented and used as the 
unwrapping solution in fringe projection method.  One of them is based on multi 
wavelength procedure, and the other one is based on a digital code patterns method.  
The experimental phase to height conversion method has been used as the phase to 
height conversion strategy.  A parameterization tool has been created in order to 
generate different fringe patterns for distinctive needs in the fringe projection 
method.  Considering our first practical implementation (based on phase shifting and 
multi wavelength techniques) the number of pictures used in phase shifting method 
has been decreased and the effects of reducing the fringe patterns on the level of 
precision of the 3D model have been investigated.  Optical arrangement and 
calibration of the system (fringe projection method) have been studied, and 
numerous suggestions have been proposed to improve the precision of the system.  
Also, an evaluation method has been implemented based on calibration techniques.  
The error rate on both surface and height of the 3D model compare with the object 
has been calculated.  The error rate study has shown that the worst case scenario, the
  
 
average surface scaling error is equal to 1.25mm, and 8.5mm in the height.  At last, 
the reasons for the resulted error rate have been investigated. 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction  
Three-dimensional reconstruction of actual objects and the surrounding 
environment has always been one of the primary goals of short-range 
photogrammetry.  This is due to the need for measuring and visualizing real world in 
various applications.  As an example of such applications, creating virtual worlds 
like reality is currently one of the most active research topics‎[54].  Three-
dimensional reconstruction of the real world is the stepping-stone toward the 
construction of a model for each object (virtual world).  Virtual worlds can be used 
in animations, cinema, and computer games industry.   
Fringe projection shape measurement is one of the most widely used‎[52] 
techniques in practical applications of three-dimensional (3D) shape measurements 
(e.g.  Object detection, digital model generation, object replication, reverse 
engineering, rapid prototyping, product inspection, and quality control) ‎[55].  A 
structured light system is similar to a stereo technique as it uses two camera devices 
for 3D shape measurement.  However, fringe projection replaces one camera of a 
stereo system with a projector to project structured patterns, which are encoded 
through certain codification strategies.  Then, the photographed structured patterns 
are decoded.  If the code-words (used to encode the structured pattern) are unique, 
the correspondence between the projector sensor and the camera sensor is uniquely 
identified, and 3D information can be calculated through triangulation.  Generally, 
structured light systems use binary patterns, where only 0 s and 1 s are used for 
codification.  Binary patterns are easier to encode and decode, resulting in a 
considerable performance gain for the overall system.  Moreover, it is robust to 
noise‎[31]. There have been advanced so many different approaches based on 
structured light for 3D shape measurement like multiple level coding, binary coding, 
triangular coding and trapezoidal coding.  Fringe projection 3D shape measurement 
amputates the insufficiencies of usual structured light systems.  They have high 
resolution (as high as camera resolution and projector) in a correspondingly high 
speed.  Furthermore, phase of each pixel which includes modulated depth 
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information, is calculated through gray level intensities.  Next, this phase could be 
transformed to height (depth) for each pixel. 
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 highlights previous research studies 
for fringe analyses, phase unwrapping and phase to height conversion. Then, chapter 
3 describes the system and the algorithm studied in this thesis. Chapter 4 present the 
experimental set up and results.  Chapter 5 present the evaluation and error rate 
studies. Finally, chapter 6 offers concluding remarks and suggestion for future work. 
 
1.1 Motivations 
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in 3D reconstruction of 
objects.  3D models can play in different fields of science, various methods and 
algorithms have been developed to fulfil the needs and demands in this particular 
area.  3D measurement of objects is one of the most challenging problems facing 
Scientists and researchers‎[2]‎[3]‎[17]‎[19]‎[20].  To answer these challenges 
accordingly, scientists have devoted much time and effort‎[14]‎[15]‎[16]‎[17]‎[18].  For 
instance fringe projection methods has been developed constantly since 1967‎[1].  
Among these methods, the features and capabilities of digital sinusoidal pattern 
mapping method (fringe projection), was the subject of several studies.‎[1]‎[2]‎[6]‎[12].  
High speed, high accuracy and low cost, can be mentioned as the main characteristics 
of the fringe projection method.  Due to the growing need to produce three-
dimensional data in various fields such as archaeology modelling, reverse 
engineering technique, quality control, industrial components, computer vision and 
virtual reality, and many other applications, the lack of a stable, economic, accurate, 
and flexible three-dimensional reconstruction system that is based on a factual 
academic investigation made is recommended.  It is necessary to think over this fact 
that; other 3D scanner systems like laser scanners or Coordinate Measuring 
Machines systems are much more costly and slower than the presented system.  To 
sum up, the motivations in utilizing the fringe projection system on this research; we 
introduce the most important advantages to the fringe projection system as follow: 
 no need of piece preparation 
 usable in various demands in industry 
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 much faster than most of 3D scanner systems  
 usable in various kind of objects and materials 
 highly portable  
 no need to use eye-safe protocols while using the system  
 allows continuous measurement of the work piece 
Considering the mentioned facts, this thesis study will focus on design, study, and 
implementation of a fringe projection system. 
1.2 Three dimensional reconstruction systems 
Recent progress in digital imaging has greatly boosted three-dimensional 
measurements of objects.  Please, note that conventional coordinate measuring 
machines are incapable of coping with real application like scanning historical 
heritage objects without touching them, as point-to-point measurements are 
extremely time consuming fringe projection method has the ability to scan the whole 
area of the interest at once.  Three-dimensional measurement techniques are broadly 
classified into two categories; contact and non-contact approaches, refer to Figure ‎1.1 
we will guide our discussion to fringe projection as an effective non-contact 
approach. 
 
Figure ‎1.1 Three dimensional reconstructed systems. 
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Nowadays, the generation of a three dimensional model is primarily obtained 
using non-contact methods built on light waves, in particular, using active or passive 
sensors‎[60].  The contact methods have been discarded due to their expensive 
equipment and they are also highly time consuming.  In some implementations other 
information gained from CAD (Computer-aided design) models, calculated surveys 
or GPS (Global position satellite) may also be used and merged with the sensor data.  
Active sensors directly provide class data containing the 3D coordinates necessary 
for the network (mesh) generation phase.  Phase is a definition of the position of a 
point in time (instant) on a waveform cycle.  On the other hand passive sensors 
provide outputs that need more processing in order to obtain a 3D model.  
Considering active and passive sensors, four alternative methods for object and scene 
modelling can currently be distinguished‎[60]: 
 Image-based rendering (IBR): This method depends on either accurately 
knowing the camera calibration 'properties and positions or executing automatic 
stereo-matching that, in the lack of geometric data, needs numerous closely 
spaced photographs to succeed.  Object occlusions and discontinuities, especially 
in large-scale and geometrically complex environments, can also influence on the 
output. 
 Image-based modelling (IBM): This method has been widely used in 
geometric surfaces of the architectural objects and has wide range of use in 
historical heritage.  This method also can be used in precise terrain and city 
modelling. 
 Range-based modelling (RBM): This method directly extracts the 3D 
geometric information of the object.  Range-based modelling is based on using 
active sensors which until recently were expensive. 
In view of the Figure ‎1.1 some of the mentioned techniques are highly related 
to the knowledge of photogrammetry.  Photogrammetry is the technique of 
measuring objects (2D or 3D) from photo-grammes‎[61].  Photogram is a 
photographic image obtained without a capturing device like camera and just by 
placing objects directly onto the surface of a light-sensitive material such as 
photographic paper and then exposing it to light.  We say commonly photographs, 
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but it may be also imagery stored electronically on tape or disk taken by video or 
CCD cameras or radiation sensors such as scanners.‎[58]‎[61] The results can be: 
• Coordinates of the required object-points 
• Topographical and thematical maps 
• Rectified photographs (orthophoto). 
 
Photogrammetry's most important feature is the fact, that the objects are measured 
without being touched.  Therefore, the term “remote sensing” is used by some 
authors instead of “photogrammetry”.  “Remote sensing” is a rather recent term, 
which was originally confined to working with aerial photographs and satellite 
images.  Today, it includes also photogrammetry, although it is still associated rather 
with “image interpretation” in other words, it is mainly related to interpretation the 
satellite images in order to achieve desirable information. 
Principally, photogrammetry can be divided into: 
 Depending on the lense-setting‎[61]: 
 Far range photogrammetry (with camera distance setting to 
indefinite). 
 Close range photogrammetry (with camera distance settings to 
finite values). 
 Another grouping can be 
 Aerial photogrammetry (which is mostly far range 
photogrammetry). 
 Terrestrial Photogrammetry (mostly close range 
photogrammetry). 
In view of the above remark (far range photogrammetry and close range 
photogrammetry), It is possible to divide the photogrammetry principles and usages 
in 3D modeling in to branches like: 
 Stereometric camera: 
Stereometric camera is the closest 3D reconstruction system to fringe projection 
method in the view of using two devices to creating 3D models.  If an object is 
photographed from two different positions, the line between the two projection 
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centers is called “base”.  If both photographs have viewing directions, which are 
parallel to each other and in a right angle to the base (the so called “normal case”), 
then they have similar properties as the two images of our retinas.  Therefore, the 
overlapping area of these two photographs (which are called a “stereopair”) can be 
seen in 3D, simulating man’s stereoscopic vision‎[61]. 
The mentioned 3D system (stereometric camera) can be widely use in far range 
3D modeling.  Laser scanners and SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) systems can also 
widely be used in far range 3D modeling.  On the other hand fringe projection 
method can be categorized as a close range 3D modeling system.  Close range 3D 
systems can be used in various human life applications such as archeology, medical 
sciences, reverse engineering, and so on.   
 Figure ‎1.2 and Figure1.3 highlight the arrangements and the major stages of a fringe 
projection approach, which starts by projecting a sinusoidal pattern over the surface 
of the object, using a projector.  Then, a digital camera is used to capture the pattern 
that has been assorted (phase modulated) by the topography of the object surface.  
Finally, the captured pattern is analyzed to extract relevant topographical information 
about the object.  Note that, phase modulation analysis uses the arctan function, 
which yields values in the range [-π,+π].  However, true phase values may extend 
over 2π range, resulting in discontinuities in the recovered phase.  The process of 
phase unwrapping aims at adding integral multiples of 2π at each pixel to remove 
such discontinuity.  Then, three-dimensional coordination of each pixel is computed 
by converting the unwrapped phase to depth (height). 
 
Figure ‎1.2 Fringe projection arrangement 
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Figure ‎1.3 Fringe projection phases 
In This chapter, an introduction to the 3D reconstruction of small objects based on 
Fringe projection method has been presented, and motives of the research have been 
explored.  A short review of the 3D reconstruction systems has been explained in 
greater scales and some practical approaches based on 3D reconstruction has been 
represented.  At last, the differences and similarities between the stereo metric 
cameras and Fringe projection method have been investigated. 
Projection of Fringe 
Patterns 
Image Acquisition 
Fringe Analysis and obtaining the 
wrapped Phase  
Phase Unwrapping 
Phase map to Height 
Conversion  
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Chapter 2 
2 History and Related Works  
 
In this chapter, a brief history exploration on the Fringe projection method will be 
presented.  Considering the three major steps in Fringe projection method; the prior 
and related works in this chapter will be divided into three main subsections.  The 
mentioned three principal sections can be named as fringe analyses approaches, 
phase unwrapping approaches and phase to height conversion approaches.  In this 
chapter, we will try to cover nearly all the approaches based on cited steps of Fringe 
projection method.  Considering the fact that all these approaches are mainly related 
to the executed practical approach in this thesis, we decided to cover most of them 
without going into numerous aspects of the approaches due to the limitations. 
Fringe digital mapping was first proposed by Rowe et al.‎[1] in 1967.  Since then, it 
has been used in various applications in both research and industry.  While, the 
fringe projection approach employs four main stages (refer to Figure 1.3 ), we will 
focus our discussion on the fringe analysis and phase detection stage due to its 
contribution toward the accomplishment of the overall system.  It is necessary to 
clarify this fact that in spite of the fact that, phase extraction is one of the most 
important steps in fringe projection method, but other processes have also a great 
impact on the whole method and can't be neglected. 
Phase detection has been one of the active research areas over the last 
decade‎[14]‎[15].  It can be broadly classified into two main categories: 
 
 Time based analysis 
 Spatial analysis 
 
While the success of time base analysis approaches highly depends on the 
appropriate selection of the number of phase transitions, spatial- approaches depend 
on the carrier frequency.  The reason for using carrier frequency in this method is 
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due the transition of the images into the frequency domain, analyzing or filtering 
them and reversing them to the spatial domain. 
Common phase detection approaches found in literature were based on either 
Fourier transform‎[2]‎[3]‎[4]‎[5]‎[6]‎[7]‎[8], interpolated Fourier transform‎[9], continuous 
wavelet transform ‎[10]‎[11]‎[12]‎[13], two dimensional continuous wavelet trans form, 
discrete cosine transform, neural network,  phase locked loop, spatial phase 
detection, and phase transition ‎[14]. 
Quan et al.  ‎[15]. proposed the phase transition approach for small object 
measurement.  In 2001, Berryman et al.  ‎[16]. compared three different approaches 
(Fourier transform, phase transition, and spatial phase detection) on the 
reconstruction of a sphere using simulated data.  Their experiments showed that in 
low noise conditions, phase transition produces the best results.  With more than 10 
% noise, using Fourier transform would be a good choice.  However, on high noise 
levels spatial phase detection showed superior results. 
Suutton et al.‎[17]. proposed a phase detection scheme based on the use of Hilbert 
transform with Laplacian pyramid.  The proposed scheme produces a high precision 
level.  Gdeisat et al.  ‎[18]. used two-dimensional continuous wavelet transform to 
eliminate the low component's frequency of the fringe.  Then, a Fourier transform 
was employed for phase detection.  This method offers acceptable results; taking into 
consideration it uses only one fringe.  Su et al.  ‎[19]. used two-dimensional Fourier 
transform for phase detection and modeling.  By employing a time delay integration 
high-speed camera and a turntable, a 360-degree image of an object was recorded.  
Then, a complete three-dimensional model was produced.  Figure ‎2.1 shows a 
sample of a 360 degree recorded image, while Figure ‎2.2 shows a three-dimensional 
model of a statue produced by Su ‎[19]. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure ‎2.1 (a): The detected phase, (b): After applying the two dimensional 
Fourier transform and phase unwrapping ‎[19]. 
 
Figure ‎2.2 Fig.  5 Three-dimensional reconstruction ‎[19]. 
Tangy et al. ‎[20]. instructed a neural network by using  a fringe pattern, then they 
managed to directly extract the phase from the fringed image.  In the mentioned 
method despite using Fourier transform, there is no need to use any filtration, but the 
important part of needed information in the high level frequency will not be 
eliminated. 
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 Zhang ‎[21]. used a Digital Micro-mirror Device (DMD) and a  projector with 40 
frames per second and by using the phase transition method, they managed to extract 
the phase.  Consider the fact that the height information of the object will be 
modulated in to the phase map.  By using the extracted phase they reconstructed a 
three-dimensional model.  They used three-phase transition in each with separate 
fringe patterns in three different bands of red, green and blue, since all three bands 
exist in one image.  They also synchronized the projector with camera and removed 
the colored filter of the projector and managed to produce a three-dimensional 
model.  In the following subsections we will concentrate on the fringe analyses 
methods.  These methods can be named as wavelet transform, Fourier transform, and 
phase shifting approaches.  
 
 
2.1 Fringe pattern analyses using wavelet transform 
 
   Throughout the past decade, wavelet transform has become a promising method 
in areas like phase demodulation of fringe patterns and has sustained notable 
progressions with respect to this application.  In theory of digital signal processing, 
the advantage of using wavelet transform on non-stationary signals over stationary 
signals has been proved‎[23].  A stationary signal is a signal whose frequency 
contents do not change in time (or in our case position), whereas a non-stationary 
signal is a signal whose frequency contents do change in time or position ‎[22].   
Fringe patterns often tend to represent non-stationary spatial signals.  The 
following figure represents a real non-stationary signal which is an actual 
representation of one row of a fringe pattern and Figure ‎2.4 represents a non-
stationary signal of one row of the represented fringe accordingly: 
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Figure ‎2.3 Fringe pattern example ‎[23]. 
 
Figure ‎2.4 A non-stationary signal of one row of the represented fringe 
pattern‎[23] 
Wavelet transform is an excellent tool for processing non-stationary signals due to 
its properties.  In particular multi-resolution and good localization in the time and 
frequency domains can be named as the main advantages of wavelet transform.  
Experimental attempts showed that this method is a stable method but it needs 
complicated calculation process.  Considering the mentioned fact this method is 
highly time consuming.  On the other hand this method is highly noise sensitive.  In 
view of the above remark, we decided to bend our area of interest to the other fringe 
analyses methods. 
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2.2 Fringe pattern Analyze using Fourier transform 
 
   Fourier Transform method for fringe analysis and phase extraction were 
proposed by Takeda in 1982‎[24].  Later on, this method was developed and 
improved by Bone‎[25].  Burton‎[26].  Skydan ‎[27].  The Fourier transform technique 
can be used to extract the modulated phase using just one picture in contrast with 
phase transition that needs three pictures.  Following represents the fringe pattern 
equation:  
 
(2 0 ( , )) (2 0 ( , ))1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
i f x y i f x y
I X Y a X Y b X Y e e
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Equation 1 
ith presenting two new terms, the equation can be rewritten as follow : 
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The variables C and C
*
 can be calculated using the following equations : 
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The Fourier Transform on the x factor can be written as follow: 
 
 
*
( , ) ( , ) ( 0, ) ( , 0, )
x x x x
G Y A Y C F Y F YCF F F F       
Equation 5 
Where, Fx  is the Spatial frequency, A,C, and G indicates its values in the 
frequency domain after the Fourier transformation.  A(Fx,Y) is the background 
intensity(illumination of the measured scene), and  C(Fx, +F0 ,Y),  C* (Fx, -F0 ,Y) 
indicates the projected light patterns on the object.  Every one of the mentioned 
phrases is belong to a separate frequency domain, which makes it possible to 
separate these entities easily.  A(Fx,Y) does not contains any valuable information 
that leads to the final calculation of the results and C(Fx, +F0 ,Y),  C* (Fx, -F0 ,Y), 
are symmetrical and we can omit one of them.  Considering the mentioned facts the 
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phrases A(Fx,Y),  C* (Fx, -F0 ,Y) must be filtered and only C(Fx, +F0 ,Y) remains 
for the final calculations.  Figure ‎2.5 and Figure ‎2.6 shows the filtering process in a 
schematic way.  The filtering function of the C(Fx, +F0 ,Y) has the values of "1" in 
the highlighted area and "0" outside it.  With multiplying the equation (5) by C (Fx, 
+F0, Y) we can separate it from the other two entities. 
 
Figure ‎2.5 Filtering area of the interest ‎[28] 
 
Figure ‎2.6 Filtered function ‎[28] 
After the filtering process by using an inverse Fourier transform we should 
transform the C(Fx, +F0 ,Y) to the spatial domain.  The result of this transform is the 
conversion of function (3) which is a complex function, in order to find the phase we 
should divide the imaginary part of the function by the real part. 
 
 
 
( , ) ( , )sin
Re ( , ) ( , )cos
IM C x y b x y
c x y b x y


   Equation 6 
In view of this result, the phase can be calculated using the following equation: 
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The following image is a cylindrical shaped object with fringe pattern projected 
on it: 
 
Figure ‎2.7 example of modulated fringe pattern ‎[28] 
 
Then the above image will be transformed to the frequency domain using a two 
dimensional Fourier transform or a fast Fourier transform algorithm FFT.  Figure ‎2.8 
is the output of the mentioned process: 
 
Figure ‎2.8 Frequency spectrum achieved by applying a 2D Fourier transform 
to the input image from Figure ‎2.7 ‎[28] 
In the center of the image a high maximum peak is the zero "0" frequency or 
direct component (DC), that represent the background intensity.  Besides the 
maximum high peak there are two symmetrical peaks that contain the information 
about the shape of the object.  We can extract our desired information to use just one 
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of them, due to their symmetrical nature.  The next step is to execute filtering on the 
frequency domain, the simplest solution is using the half plane filter that in minimum 
expectations will change the half of the domain to zero and isolate one of the 
information peaks.  This will omit the extra information and keep one of the peaks, 
more than half of the domain should map to zero so we can be sure of the omitting 
the maximum peak or the direct components.  Figure ‎2.9 shows the half plane 
filtering result on the frequency domain‎[28]. 
 
Figure ‎2.9 Frequency spectrum from Figure (4) After applying a half-space 
filter ‎[28]. 
Please notice that the presented peak is one of the smaller peaks beside the 
maximum peak in the previous figure, rescaled for viewing simplifications.  For the 
next step we should transform the output to the special domain using an inverse 
Fourier transform algorithm.  The output will be a two dimensional array of the 
complex numbers.  By dividing the imaginary part by the real part and executing the 
arc tangent function we can calculate the phase.  Figure ‎2.10 shows the image before 
and after the phase unwrapping and omitting the discontinuities: 
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                                (a)                                  (b) 
Figure ‎2.10 (a) Wrapped phase (b) Unwrapped phase ‎[28]. 
The following is the unwrapped phase in a 3D environment: 
 
Figure ‎2.11 3D plot of the phase image ‎[28] 
   The most important advantage of the Fourier transform in fringe analysis is 
using just one picture.  This will make the measurement process easy, and gives the 
unique ability to the system to measure the unstable and mobile objects and real time 
measurements.  This method is stable on measuring the areas and objects that are 
relatively flat and without discontinuities, for example in medical fields like 
producing artificial parts for people with disabilities, has been implemented and 
produced acceptable results.  On the other hand for measurement of the objects with 
sudden change in height on surface and discontinuities will cause some difficulties in 
calculation process and may even cause the system failure and unusable outputs, the 
main sources of errors in Fourier transform are as follow: 
 Noises that caused by the environments ,projector, and camera 
 Errors  in fast Fourier transform algorithm 
 Errors in filtering on the frequency domain 
 Errors in phase unwrapping process 
In view of the above remark, we practically tried to implement the fringe projection 
system based on Fourier transform method. Unfortunately, due to the sudden height 
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changes and possible errors in algorithm and Fourier transform the wrapped phase 
contains of unwrap able jumps.  Considering the mentioned facts we decided to 
concentrate on phase shifting method as the fringe analyses method.     
 
 
 
2.3 Phase shifting method 
 
Considering recent advances in technology, especially in the optic industry, the 
phase shifting method has come to the attention of computer scientists.  For instance, 
Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) and Digital Light Processing (DLP) systems can be 
consider as useful equipments in fringe mapping techniques (fringe projection).  The 
main challenges were, on one hand,  the ability of the digital projectors to create the 
fringe patterns with a high level of precision and desirable contrast values, and on the 
other hand the capability of the digital projectors to control the fringe transitions.  
Before the recent breakthroughs in technology scientists had to use methods like 
laser interferometry or reticulated glasses to create the fringe patterns.  Using the 
mentioned methods it was completely difficult to fulfil all the demands on the way of 
the fringe projection method. 
The first algorithm of phase transition was introduced in 1982 by Wyant J.C[27].  
He used four phase transitions as illustrated in Figure ‎2.12 Notice that the patterns 
are horizontal not vertical like the patterns generated in the work reported in this 
thesis. 
 
Figure ‎2.12 The horizontal fringe patterns in Wyant method[28] 
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2.4 Phase unwrapping 
 
There are many applications (remote sensing, SAR systems)  of digital image 
processing in industrial, medical and military that part of the procedure is dependent 
upon the phase extraction of input images.  Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), fringe digital mapping, tomography, and 
spectroscopy, are just a few examples of the mentioned implementations in 3D 
reconstruction.  These systems use either longstanding or novel algorithms in the 
phase extraction process.  Even so, considering that as a result of using the arc tan 
functions, the extracted phase contains 2π jumps.  The extracted phase is totally 
useless, unless the phase is unwrapped.  The procedure of determining these 
discontinuities on the wrapped phase, resolving them and achieving the unwrapped 
phase is called phase unwrapping.  Phase unwrapping is one of the most active areas 
of research in image processing‎[56], and so many different algorithms and methods 
are provided as a solution to the phase unwrapping problem.  The mathematical 
explanation of the phase unwrapping problem can be provided as follows: 
 2K      Equation 8 
Where  is the unwrapped phase,  is the ambiguity phase, and K is an integer 
number, which counts the number of coefficients of 2π.   
Figure ‎2.13 illustrates a wrapped and unwrapped phase and their profiles 
accordingly. 
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                       (a)                                                      (b) 
 
                       (c)                                                       (d) 
Figure ‎2.13 (a):Wrapped phase (b) unwrapped phase (c)a Profile of the 
wrapped phase (d) Profile of the unwrapped phase ‎[29] 
 
There are two main algorithms for phase unwrapping:  
 Spatial base solutions  
 Temporal base solutions 
In spatial base analyses, only one ambiguous phase map is used, and the 
unwrapped phase of each pixel is calculated according to the neighboring pixel in the 
same wrapped phase map.  These methods are ineffective on the areas with rigid 
edges.  In time base methods, different extracted phase values of extra helping 
projected patterns are used to solve the phase ambiguity.  Consequently, these 
approaches are inappropriate for real-time scanning applications.   
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Figure ‎2.14 Various methods for phase unwrapping 
One of the most applicable methods in phase unwrapping is the fringe counting 
method.  This method is highly dependent on the quality of the edges on the captured 
pictures.  In this method, first we should reduce the level of noises in the pictures by 
utilizing appropriate filters, like median filters or frequency base noise reduction 
filters.  Second, by using a suitable algorithm (edge detection algorithms) all the 
edges in the pictures should be distinguished.  The next step is known as 
thresholding.  By choosing a good threshold (mostly 2π, due to the nature of using 
the arc tan, that cause the phase distressing with 2π discontinuities), the edge that 
meets the condition will be saved, and the rest will be omitted.  Subsequently, by 
moving along on each row of the picture, wherever the system encounters an edge 
pixel, one 2π will be added to the following pixels.  Accordingly, all of the 
disruptions will be eliminated and repositioned according to the threshold value.  
Figure ‎2.15 illustrates the unwrapping process. 
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Figure ‎2.15 Phase unwrapping flowchart 
On one hand, this method is extremely sensitive to noise.  That is one of the 
reasons that we should first reduce the noise and artefact by applying suitable filters.  
On the other hand, this method is also so sensitive to thresholding, considering the 
fact that in case of any error or misplacement of the threshold, the inadequate 
discontinuity will be applied to all of the following row pixels accordingly. 
Ghiglia et al‎[30], have proposed a simple answer based on "cellular automata" 
methods to solve the phase ambiguity.  The presented solution by Ghiglia can be 
demonstrated and works on one, two, or n dimensions.  Noise problems in the 
method, considering the algorithm's logic will have only the slightest effect on the 
final phase map.   
Huntly ‎[31]has presented a cut resistance method for solving the phase ambiguity  
problem.  The main purpose of his method was to acquire a homogeneous phase map 
utilizing a noisy phase map.  Bone ‎[32] has suggested the flood fill algorithm for 
solving phase ambiguity.  In this algorithm, by using the local information of the 
phase map picture, the areas with discontinuities will be masked.  This algorithm on 
one hand is easy to implement, on the other hand, deals well with discontinuities on 
the phase map.   
Girlove ‎[33] has presented an algorithm based on area of interest.  As it has been 
shown in Figure ‎2.16 the phase map picture will be divided into homogenous areas.  
This algorithm acts perfectly well with wide discontinuities.  In this algorithm 
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dividing the areas is based on comparing the neighbour pixels that are located in the 
same area.  Next, the border pixels will be checked to find out the exact location of 
discontinuities between the areas.  Correspondingly, all the borders of areas will be 
checked accordingly; the edges will be a diagnosed to identify which pixels should 
be moved by the desired phase fraction.  Edge in image processing can be defined as 
areas in the picture that there is sudden change in contrast from one pixel to another 
neighbouring pixel.  The mentioned logical concepts have been used to move the 
pixel by the desirable fraction.  A principal disadvantage can be mentioned in flood 
fill algorithm, first; the whole algorithm is not a path independent method.  In the 
other word, this method connects the areas based on the weighting method.  
Consequently this method is highly dependent on the algorithm that assigns the 
weights to each area. 
 
Figure ‎2.16 Divided areas in Girlove algorithm‎[33] 
Judge et al‎[34], have presented an algorithm based on minimizing the phase 
changes between the pixels.  They minimized the phase change using a MST 
(Minimum spanning tree).  A minimum spanning tree (MST) or minimum weight 
spanning tree is then a spanning tree with weight less than or equal to the weight of 
every other spanning tree.  More generally, any undirected graph (not necessarily 
connected) has a minimum spanning forest, which is a union of minimum spanning 
trees for its connected components.  This algorithms consist of two levels :  
 low level which is based on a pixel to pixel phase unwrapping 
algorithm   
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 high level which connects the divided areas based on a weighting 
strategy  
The discontinuity problem is the main problem in these kinds of algorithms.  ‎[35] 
The only disadvantage in this method is the tendency to normalize all the 
discontinuities in the phase map.  Flynn solved the problem by using the L1 
method.‎[36].  Minimizing the L0 norm will lead to a bad conditional situation.  An 
approximated solution has been proposed by Chen in‎[37].  According to the literature 
a very complicated, algorithm should be used to normalize the (0,1)P    Figure ‎2.17 
illustrates the minimization by utilizing L0 and L1 norms. 
 
                                      (a)                                  (b) 
Figure ‎2.17(a) Minimizing by L0 (b) minimizing by L1‎[37] 
Considering the band limits frequency, Green and Walker have proposed a 
solution with high capability to solve the phase ambiguity with wide 
wavelengths‎[38].   
Dias and Leito ‎[39], managed to propose an InSAR vision model by using the 
phase picture, the reflection coefficients, and correction coefficients.  Figure ‎2.18 
illustrates the method that has been used by Laito. 
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Figure ‎2.18 Bizkian algorizm proposed by Laito‎[39] 
Friedlander et al.‎[40] they have proposed a parametric algorithm for resolving the 
phase ambiguity problem by bounding an unwrapped phase with a parametric 
surface.  In practical point of view, It may be difficult to precisely model a surface 
with one polynomial.  Considering the mentioned fact, proposed algorithm has used 
low level polynomials and partitioned phase picture with parametric model, to solve 
the modelling problem.   
Comparing the time base analyses with spatial (position) based algorithms, time 
based algorithm have some notable advantages over the spatial based algorithms. 
 Applicable and feasible fundamentals and implementation. 
 The phase ambiguities are mostly dispersed beyond the areas with 
higher level of artefact and noises and will be expand to other parts of the 
phase picture map. 
 Intense discontinuities are not a serious problem anymore. 
In some unwrapping solutions, the grey coding has been used to achieve more 
stability in phase ambiguity solving and obtained phase map.  In this method the 
enigmatic phase orders (orders of the areas between -π and π) will be distinguished 
with some grey coding patterns.  The number of all grey coding patterns will be 
obtained by using the following equation. 
 
2
[ ] 1loggrey floor FN    Equation 9 
Where F is the number of fringe patterns in the map phase. 
This method is one of the most common methods in time based phase unwrapping 
methods.  In this method only the information of one pixel in various pictures will be 
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used to solve the phase ambiguity, and the neighbour pixels will not be used.  First of 
all, considering the phase picture, the area of each jump (discontinuity) which is 
between the period of -π and π will be specified.  Secondly, these areas will be 
numbered in a sequence starting from number 0 (zero).  Thirdly, all the mentioned 
numbers will be converted into the binary codes.  For example, the number 12 will 
be converted into 001100.  Consequently, the length of binary numbers (0,1) will be 
highly related to the areas or accordingly, the spatial frequency of the fringe patterns.  
Finally, these numbers will be converted to the coded binary pictures that can be 
used to solve phase ambiguity.  Figure ‎2.19 illustrates the mentioned method in 
which only eight fringe patterns have been used.  Hence, just three helping pictures 
will be needed to solve the phase ambiguity with grey coding method. 
 
Figure ‎2.19 Grey coding method ‎[42] 
 
In multistep time base methods, generally the high-frequency patterns and low-
frequency patterns are different only in frequency‎[41],‎[42]. 
Even in the grey coding method or multistep method, extra helping patterns will 
be needed.  As a result, these methods are unproductive in real-time scanning 
systems.  In this thesis we tried to get close to real-time scanning solution by 
decreasing the number of pictures. Nevertheless, despite all of our efforts and tricks, 
by reducing the helping patterns the level of artefacts and lack of preciseness in the 
final output nevertheless were dramatically increase.  So many researchers have been 
tried to solve this problem with multiplexing.    
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Takeda‎[43] has suggested a Fourier transform method based on frequency 
multiplexing.  In this method, he modulated several patterns with different 
frequencies into one pattern.  After capturing the fringe images, a demodulation 
process will be executed using a spatial Fourier transform.  The generalized multi 
wavelength method, in particular, is a double bound wavelength algorithm that has 
been introduced by Cheng et al.‎[44] in 1985.  This method alleviated the common 
problems with double wavelength algorithms.   
For instance, double wavelength algorithms had numerous problems with 
distinctive depth alterations, and they were dramatically sensitive to the noise. The 
main reason for that achievement, is use of the long wavelengths as a reference 
which will increase the frequency to noise ratio. 
 
In this method, first the fringe patterns with wavelengths (K=1,2,3,...)  
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 will be created and projected on the object. where W is the number of 
row pixels (if the fringe patterns are vertical) or the number of columns (if the fringe 
patterns are horizontal). There is only one fringe pattern in the picture for the 
wavelength of ʎ1. Consequently there is no need to solve the phase ambiguity. 
Accordingly, k (x,y) will be unwrapped by using the unwrapped phase map in the 
previous step  
k-1 = (x,y) , with only one condition 
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 We can rewrite the formula as 
follows:  
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where mk can be calculated using the following equation: 
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where k is the wrapped phase and k is the unwrapped phase. 
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Lee et al.‎[46] have proposed a new strategy in which they combined two high 
frequency patterns and one unit frequency together.  On one hand (N>=3) 2N fringe 
patterns will be needed in this method, and on the other hand the high frequency 
should be equal to the N value‎[45].  For explaining two groups of coding strategies, 
two equations will be needed.  Separately, Kim et al.‎[46] proposed a multi frequency 
sinusoidal fringe algorithm which did not need any kind of unwrapping.  But, in this 
method (N>=2) 4N  fringe patterns will be needed.  Figure ‎2.20 illustrates the coding 
strategy of Kim et al.   
 
Figure ‎2.20 Kim et al.‎[46] Coding algorithm 
In this section, a quick review on phase unwrapping approaches has been presented.  
Considering our new implementation on binary code patterns unwrapping technique; 
revaluating and investigating other potential solutions for phase unwrapping 
techniques is mandatory.  Considering the mentioned fact, in this section a flowchart 
has been presented that covers all the possible solutions in hand concerning the phase 
unwrapping stage in Fringe projection technique.  At last, our phase unwrapping 
algorithm has been demonstrated, accordingly. 
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2.5 Phase to height conversion  
 
The last step in fringe projection method is phase to height conversion.  In this 
step, the extracted phase map should be converted to height.  Considering the great 
improvements have been made through the phase to height conversion algorithms, 
some of the most well-known algorithms will be presented throughout this section.  
There are two major methods to convert the phase map to height. 
 Analytical approaches  
 Experimental approaches  
 Analytical geometric methods usually operate its measurement of the phase to 
height conversion on two or three dimensions.  Consequently, the output will be 
more precise but these complicated calculations need to include many assumptions 
that in nature will make the analytical algorithm method more complex.  All in all, 
the following are the main methods that have been used to covert a phase map to 
height.   
 Methods based on fringe shifting according to the reference plane  
 Methods based on approximating spatial frequency  
 Methods based on the concept of phase axes and ray tracking  
 Experimental Methods  
While the first three mentioned methods are based on analytical approaches the 
fourth method (experimental method), assumes simpler relations between the phase 
map and three-dimensional coordination.  For instance, Lilley‎[47] assumes that this 
relation is linear. 
 
2.5.1 Methods based on fringe shifting according to the 
reference plane  
Methods based on fringe shifting according to the reference plane was presented 
by Takeda and Moss‎[48]in 1983.  Figure ‎2.21represents their measurement system in 
a schematic way.  In this system, the optical axes of the camera (Q) and optical axes 
of projector (P) intersect in point (O).  The intersected point is on the reference plane 
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(R).  The period fringe patterns on their source (projector) are defined as T0.  Plane 
(I) is an artificial plane and is perpendicular on the projector optic axes.  The periodic 
element of fringe patterns on this plane is as follows: 
 
0p
T M T   
Equation 12 
where Mp is projector scaling factor.  If we assume that the fringe patterns are 
parallel, consequently T0R is constant T0R = T.  Considering the perspective geometry 
of the projector T0R will change through the reference plane R. 
 
Figure ‎2.21 A Schematic figure of measuring system 
 
The main idea behind this method is based on this notion that the fringe patterns 
will be treated as parallel patterns. Considering the fact that due to non-collimation 
an object topography, phase has been added to the mentioned fringe patterns. The 
effects of non-collimation can cause the following effects. Rays, A and  intersect to 
the artificial plane I on the point P1. Simultaneously, they intersect in the reference 
plane on points y0 and y1. Accordingly, the effects of non-collimation can be 
explained as a SR(y) transition. 
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2.5.2 Methods based on approximating spatial frequency 
 
In previous methods fringe shifting has been defined by concept T0R.  Basically, 
this concept is assumed to be periodically constant.  Despite the mentioned fact, in 
practical approaches in case of using central geometry projectors fringe patterns 
periods will be vary from each other.  In view of above remark, the mentioned 
phenomena should be taken in to consideration in order to achieve more precise 
results. 
Espainulu et al.‎[49] they presented a method in which the mentioned non-
collimation effect in 2000.The main idea of this method is based on finding the true 
distance values of fringe patterns in any desired pixel on the reference plane.  Fringe 
period of TRi can be converted to frequency domain using the following relation: 
 Ri
Ri
l
v
T
  Equation 13 
 The phase generated due to the object topology can be defined as shifted fringe 
patterns even though the shifting expressed by fringe patterns frequency are variable.  
Figure ‎2.22 illustrates the geometry explanation of the mentioned method. 
 
Figure ‎2.22 a schematic figure of the phase to height conversion method‎[49] 
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2.5.3 Methods based on the concept of phase axes and ray 
tracking 
Methods that were introduced in previous sections had many geometric and 
optical arrangement assumptions and constraints.  For instance, the camera must be 
placed on the same level with the projector regarding the reference plane.  These 
kinds of geometric and optical arrangements are practically impossible to achieve 
and may cause some errors in measurements and calculations.  Rajoub ‎[50], provided 
a method in which, minimum number assumptions and maximum number of possible 
effective parameters were considered.  In order to represent such a method, he noted 
the following considerations: 
 Desirable position of the projector and camera in 3D space regarding 
to the reference plane  
 With and without considering the assumptions 
 
Figure ‎2.23 A schematic figure of a fringe projection optical arrangement in 
which the camera and projector are positioned desirably ‎[50] 
Figure ‎2.23 present the optical arrangement of a desirably positioned fringe 
projection method.  Proving the following equation is very complex and the reader is 
referred to the literature‎[50] for the proof.  Following is the final result of the above 
system without regard of proving the relations.   
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where z is the height of the object surface in each pixel, is the phase of the fringe 
on that point, Yi is the point coordinate, and y0,f0,z0,FL,,,, are the parameters 
that describe the system. 
In analytical approaches it is mandatory to know the extrinsic and intrinsic 
parameters of the camera and projector.  On the other hand it is also mandatory to 
use various calibrating methods witch needs special equipments.  
Considering the complicated and time consuming calculation needed for 
mentioned methods (analytical approaches) and also by considering the mentioned 
disadvantages, using analytical approaches in real time scanning is completely 
unwise. 
In view of the above remark we decided to concentrate on practical approaches 
for phase to height conversion method.      
 
2.5.4 Experimental Methods (zhang method) 
After phase unwrapping, height information of the measured object can be 
extracted.  There are two common approaches to calculate depth information from 
the unwrapped phase map: relative coordinate calculation and absolute coordinate 
calculation‎[57].  Absolute coordinate calculation approach is based on triangulation 
to estimate the absolute coordinate of every pixel in the world coordinate system.  
This approach requires precise knowledge about intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of 
both camera and projector.  Thus, a system calibration step is essential.  On the other 
hand, the relative approach calculates the depth of each pixel using a reference plane.  
It does not require a calibration process.  Moreover, the relative depth calculation 
approach is computationally less expensive compared to the absolute approach due to 
less assumptions and lower level of complexity in application.  Figure ‎2.24 shows a 
schematic diagram that illustrates the relative depth calculation approach.  Points P 
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and I are the perspective centers of the DLP projector and the CCD camera, 
respectively.  The optical axes of the projector and the camera coincide at point O.  
After the system has been set up, a flat reference plane is measured first whose phase 
map is used as a reference for subsequent measurements.  Then, the height of the 
object surface is measured relative to this reference plane. 
 
Figure ‎2.24 Schematic diagram of phase-to-height conversion using the 
relative depth calculation approach‎[59] 
From the projector point of view, point D on the object surface has identical phase 
value as point C on the reference plane, i.e.  D = C.  On the other hand, from the 
CCD camera point of view, point D on the object surface and point A on the 
reference plane are imaged on the same pixel.  By subtracting the reference phase 
map from the object phase map, we obtain the phase difference at this specific pixel: 
 𝜑𝐴𝐷 = 𝜑𝐴𝐶 = 𝜑𝐴 − 𝜑𝐶  
Equation 15 
Assume that points P and I are planned to be on the equivalent plane with a 
distance l to the reference plane and to have a distance d between them, and that the 
reference plane is parallel to the device.  Hence, the triangles PID and CAD in Figure 
‎2.24 are similar.  Therefore:  
 
𝑑
𝐴𝐶    
=
𝑙 − 𝐷𝐵    
𝐷𝐵    
=
𝑙
𝐷𝐵    
− 1 
Equation 16 
Where, d is the distance between the camera and the projector.  Since d is much 
larger than AC for real measurement, this equation can be simplified as: 
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 ℎ 𝑥,𝑦 = 𝐷𝐵    ≅  
1
𝑑
𝐴𝐶    =
1
𝑑
 
𝜑𝐴𝐶
2𝜋𝑓
= 𝐾. 𝜑𝐴𝐶  
Equation 17 
Where, f is the frequency of the projected fringes in the reference plane, K is a 
constant coefficient, and 𝜑𝐴𝐶  is the phase containing the height information. 
In order to increase the accuracy of measurement, Lilley‎[51]and Skydan 
‎[52]improved the method.  Lilley added another step to the algorithm, in which, a 
plane surface was measured and then the phase map of the surface was calculated.  In 
the next step, the reference surface phase was subtracted from the object phase.  In 
this way, the errors caused by the camera and projector lens distortion and also other 
nonlinear error will be corrected.  Gia et al.‎[53] they compared the linear and 
nonlinear experimental method of phase to height conversion and concluded that 
using each one of them in practical approaches is deeply situational. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Methodology 
The main goal of this section is to explain our methodology to achieve the 3D 
models of objects.  Phase shifting methods have been used as the fringe analysis 
method to extract the phase.  In the process of implementing this method, we faced 
many obstacles, for instance, noise that may be caused by so many factors that 
should be addressed accordingly.  In order to solve these problems we used image 
processing tools to filter the noise and achieve more precise outputs.  Two different 
solutions (mainly in the unwrapping) have been developed.  The first solution 
focuses on reducing the number of pictures used in order to achieve the 3D model.   
The main idea behind reducing the number of pictures is that, by reducing the 
number of pictures the whole system can tend to real time scanning, it dramatically 
reduces the processing time and the whole system will use less storage.  On the other 
hand reducing the number of pictures may introduce some errors and reduce the level 
of precision.  Recall the four steps of the fringe projection method which were fringe 
generation, phase detection, phase unwrapping and phase to height conversion.  A 
different method (digital code patterns) than the first unwrapping method (multi 
wavelength) has been used.  The following subsections will illustrate the first 
implemented algorithm based on phase shifting, multi wavelength unwrapping, and 
experimental depth to height conversion.   
 
3.1 Fringe pattern generation for multi wavelength 
unwrapping  
Fringe projection method consists of four main steps, the first one is generating 
the fringe patterns and projecting them on the object.  The fringe patterns are 
sinusoidal patterns.  In order to create the fringe patterns, a small but useful tool has 
been created which can give us the ability to create almost any kind of image patterns 
with different properties that may be needed for different demands in the fringe 
projection method.  Figure ‎3.1illustrates the main steps in implementing the fringe 
patterns. 
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Figure ‎3.1 Fringe generation main steps 
Projector resolution is a value that defines the maximum projector resolution that 
will be used in the system.  This value can be used in creating long wavelength fringe 
patterns.  Long wavelength fringe patterns can be used in multi wavelength phase 
unwrapping method.  Number of phase shifts is a value that can be redefined in order 
to create fringe patterns with multiple phase shifts.  Fringe patterns wavelength and 
maximum/minimum grey level are the values that can be changed in order to 
defining the fringe patterns basic properties.  At last, the program will create the 
fringe patterns as Tagged Image File (TIF) file format images.   
 
3.2 Practical approach based on phase shifting, multi 
wavelength unwrapping method and experimental 
phase to height conversion 
Figure ‎3.2 illustrates the main steps in the implemented 3D reconstruction 
program written in Matlab.  This method is based on phase shifting and multi 
wavelength unwrapping method.  The diagram illustrates the main and most 
important steps that were used in the program. 
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Figure ‎3.2 Implemented 3D reconstruction steps and data flow 
  This module gets the captured images and thresh-holding values as inputs.  First 
a filtering mask will be created in order to remove the shadows and noises (using 
dilating and median filter fucntions).  Then the texture of the image will be extracted 
using the averaging operation (by averaging the three pictures).  Next the processed 
images will be sent to phase extraction module and the resulted phases will be 
unwrapped using the multi wavelength phase unwrapping method.  In the next step, 
the phase difference between the object and reference plane will be calculated, and 
the finalized phase map of the object will be obtained.  The result of the previous 
section will be sent to the phase to height generation module to create the 
corresponding point cloud of the object.  The point cloud can be used in creating 
mesh models.  At last the outputs will be presented and the results will be saved.   
 
3.3 Fringe and code pattern generation in second approach  
 
The code patterns generation will be explained in detail in the practical 
approaches in chapter four.  The main method in the practical implementation is the 
same as the previous fringe patterns projection method.  The fringe and code patterns 
generation tool will take the defined arguments (e.g projector resolution in pixel 
units, number of patterns) and use them to generate the fringe and code patterns as 
Tagged Image File (TIF) format.  Properties and number of fringe and code patterns 
can be defined by the user as illustrated in Figure ‎3.3. 
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Figure ‎3.3 Code and fringe patterns generation implementation 
The main idea behind the created fringe patterns and code generation tool stays 
the same as the previous version with a small change that it also generates code 
patterns images.  These code patterns can be used in binary code patterns 
unwrapping method.  Maximum/ minimum grey level of the code patterns are the 
values that can be used in defining the code patterns properties.  The logic behind 
creating the code patterns is based on the number of the areas that needs to be 
unwrapped.  For instance, if the projector resolution is 1280 pixels in row, and the 
fringe wavelengths width is 20 pixels, then 1280 divided by 20 is equal to 64.  This is 
the number of areas that needs to be unwrapped.  It is possible to binarize this 
number in to 6 binary code patterns images.  Considering the mentioned facts, in this 
case we need 6 binary code patterns and 64 code areas to calculate the 2kπ 
coefficients.  These numbers will be sending to the module to create the code 
patterns accordingly.  At last the binary code patterns and fringe patterns will be 
generated and save as TIF files.   
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3.4 Practical approach based on code pattern unwrapping 
method 
In this practical approach we used code pattern unwrapping method.  It is possible 
to define the number of filtering attempts on the basis of more or less noisier 
situations. 
 
Figure ‎3.4 Practical approach based on code pattern unwrapping 
Threshold values used to create the filtering mask to remove the shadows and 
imperfections.  Number of the unwrapped phase filtering attempts is a value that 
defines how many times the unwrapped phase should be filtered.  This value can be 
changed according to the level of noise and artifacts we are facing with in every 
practical approach.  The scaling value is a value that can be multiplied to the 
finalized extracted height values, in order to justify the height scaling in a unified 
way.  For instance, if we desire to import the point cloud values to other point cloud 
analysis software it is better to rescale all of the values to the best matching value 
according to the target software.  Object and background directory are the values that 
defines the directory of the object and reference plane captured images.  The rest of 
the process is almost the same as the previous implemented method.   
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Object and reference plane phase map will be extracted (using phase shifting 
method) and unwrapped (using binary code patterns method).  Next, the unwrapped 
phase should be filtered in order to cancel out he artifacts and shadows.  The result of 
the previous step will be sent to the phase to height conversion module and at last the 
corresponding cloud point will be created and saved as TIF files. 
To sum up, we developed a parameterized tool that can be used in general for 
experimenting in 3D reconstruction using the fringe projection method by varying 
the values of parameters.  The outcome of using this tool in experiments will be 
described in chapter four.   
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Chapter 4 
4 Solution and practical results  
 
4.1 Why we used Matlab  
We used Matlab high level functions to produce the processing software to 
analyze the images and create the 3D models.  Although there are other available 
choices of programming languages for creating the analyzing software, Matlab has 
its own unique advantages for working in the field of image processing.  In fact, a 
magnificently powerful yet simple tool was created by taking advantage of Matlab's 
image processing capabilities.  The following subsections describe some advantages 
and disadvantages of using Matlab in image processing that led us to choose it as the 
image processing programming language for the research of the thesis.   
 
4.1.1 Recording of the processing used 
Matlab is a general-purpose programming language, but for image processing in 
particular it has a useful advantage.  During the process of programming, function 
files, or script files can be used that have previously been widely written to execute 
image processing operations.  These files form a formal record of the processing 
used, and guaranty that the final outcomes can be tested and replicated by others. 
 
4.1.2 Access to implementation details 
Matlab supplies many functions for image processing and other tasks.  Most of 
these functions are written in the Matlab language and are publicly available as plain 
text files.  Consequently, the implementation elements of these functions are 
obtainable and open to scrutiny.   
 
4.1.3 Numerical accuracy 
Another advantage of Matlab is that it provides one with a guarantee of maximum 
numerical accuracy in the final result.  In general, image files store data to 8 bit 
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precision.  This corresponds to a range of integer values from 0-255.  A pixel in a 
Colour image may be represented by three 8 bit numbers, each representing the red, 
green and blue components as an integer value between 0 and 255.  Typically, this is 
ample accuracy for representing normal images. 
 
4.1.4 Advanced algorithms 
Matlab is a scientific programming language and provides strong mathematical 
and numerical support for the implementation of advanced algorithms.  It is for this 
reason that Matlab is widely used by the image processing and computer vision 
community.  New algorithms are very likely to be implemented first in Matlab, 
indeed they may only be available in Matlab. 
4.1.5 Disadvantages  
Matlab is an interpreted language.  The main disadvantage of interpreted 
languages is reduced execution speed.  When a language is compiled, all of the code 
is analyzed and processed efficiently before the programmer distributes the 
application.  With an interpreted language, the computer running the program has to 
analyze and interpret the code (through the interpreter) before it can be executed 
(each and every time), resulting in slower processing performance. 
 
4.2 System Description  
The implemented system consists of regular equipment needed for the Fringe 
Projection Method: Optoma  EP719 was used as a Digital Light Processing (DLP) or 
the projector device and a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) as a digital camera.  The 
projector's technical properties consist of: 2000 ANSI lumens, and 2500:1 contrast, 
4:3 format, and also 1024x768 resolution.  The DLP chip is a 2x rotation speed 
colour wheel, and computer resolution is up to SXGA+ (1400x1050).  Table ‎4.1 
illustrates the DLP projector technical properties: 
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Optoma EP719 Projector Specifications 
Contrast 2500:1 
Brightness 2000 ANSI 
Aspect Ratio 4:3 (XGA) 
Resolution 1024x768 
DLP chiprotation 2x 
Image Size (cm)   
 
64 - 635 
Table ‎4.1 DLP technical properties 
 
 The digital camera that was used is a Samsung NX10, with 14.60 mega pixels 
resolution, a kit lens of 18-55 mm, and a max aperture of 3.5.Table ‎4.2 summarizes 
the technical properties of the Digital Camera (CCD).  A PC with a core i-7 
processing unit and Nvidia Optimus 5600 graphic processing unit was used to 
process the images. 
 
CCD Digital Camera Properties (NX10) 
Maximum resolution  4592 × 3056 
Sensor type CCD 
Sensor size 23.4 mm × 15.6 mm 
Effective pixels  14.6 effective megapixels 
Focal length 50-200mm 
Optical Zoom 12x 
Table ‎4.2 CCD Technical properties 
 
A tripod was used to stabilize the camera.  Figure ‎4.1 presents the system used. 
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Figure ‎4.1 Projector and Camera on tripod 
 
4.2.1 Creating the fringe patterns 
Software was developed to process the images and also to create the patterns 
using Matlab.  A comprehensive explanation on the reasons for choosing Matlab to 
create the analyses software will be explained in the following sections.   
 Figure ‎4.2 illustrates an output of my program that creates fringe patterns. 
The created patterns have been shifted with the different degrees, and the 
mentioned shift in angel has caused the movement of the white area.   
 
              (a) 
 
              (b) 
 
              (c) 
Figure ‎4.2 Fringe patterns with minimum gray value of 50 and maximum 
gray value of 200, maximum projector resolution 1024 -768 with fringe 
transition of (a).-120 , (b).120 , (c).0 and wavelength of 1024 
Figure ‎4.3 demonstrates another example of fringe patterns but this time with 
smaller wavelength.   
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            (a) 
 
               (b) 
 
            (c) 
Figure ‎4.3 The same setup as figure 4.2 but with a change from wavelength 
1024 to 80 
Note that in theory if we use the fringe patterns with smaller wavelength it is 
possible to achieve a higher level of precision but the trade off is that more 
computational effort is required in the unwrapping phase. 
4.2.2 Projecting the patterns on the object 
As can be noticed in the literature‎[8]‎[30]‎[33]‎[41], researchers find that it is better 
to position the camera near the projector and the projector center lens should be 
perpendicular to the center of the object.   
Two objects were used for this practical approach: one is a chalky white sculpture 
of a woman without any sudden change in depth in its topography.  The other one is 
a human skull with significant change of depth in the eye area.  The skull is the 
property of the Forensic Department of Laurentian University.  Other kinds of 
objects were used that will be introduced in the following sections.   
Figure ‎4.4 shows fringe patterns with 1024 wavelength projected on the skull. 
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            (a) 
 
            (b) 
 
            (c) 
Figure ‎4.4 Fringe patterns with wavelength of 1024 projected on the skull 
with transitions of (a).-120 , (b).120 , (c).0 
Figure ‎4.5 illustrates the same skull with the same position properties, and 
wavelength with magnitude of 10 projected on it. 
 
             (a) 
 
           (b) 
 
           (c) 
Figure ‎4.5 Fringe patterns with wavelength of 10 projected on the skull with 
transition of (a).-120, (b).120, (c).0 
Let us now consider the second major object that was used in our experiment.  
Figure ‎4.6 shows fringe patterns with 1024 wavelength projected on the woman 
sculpture.   
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 (a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure ‎4.6 Fringe patterns with wavelength of 1024 projected on the woman 
sculpture with transition of (a).-120, (b).120, (c).0 
Figure ‎4.7 shows the same sculpture as fig.24 with the wavelength of 80. 
 
 
 (a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure ‎4.7 Fringe patterns with wavelength of 80 projected on the woman 
sculpture with transition of (a).-120, (b).120, (c).0 
 
This section has shown how patterns look like when they are projected on the 
object.  Two different objects were illustrated.  These objects have different sizes, 
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material, and level of detail.  We developed a software system which provides a 
general tool that grants us the ability to create many kinds of patterns with a verity of 
desirable properties suitable for different demands in fringe projection systems.  
Matlab was chosen to implement the software.   
4.3 Phase shifting method  
A commonly used equation of a sinusoidal fringe pattern can be written as follow: 
 
''
( , ) ( , ) ( , )cos(2 ( , ))I A x y B x y f x yyx                                     
Equation 18 
Where A(x,y) is the background contrast level, B(x,y) is  the fringe contrast, or 
the modulated contrast, (x,y) is the phase, "f"  is the spatial frequency, I(x',y')  is 
the created fringe pattern image.  Please be noticed that x',y' are the coordination that 
captured in the captured image of the camera, which is correspondent to x,y 
coordinates.  Accordingly in the following relations without any approximation, we 
can use x,y instead of x',y'.  If we use the fringe transition with four phase shifts, the 
primarily phases will be in 0, 
𝝅
𝟐
  , π , 
𝟑𝝅
𝟐
 periods.  s 
According to the mathematic fundamentals of the phase shifting, with solving 
Equation 18, the phase map equation can be achieved as follow:  
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  Equation 19 
According to Equation 19, in order to calculate the phase, the inverse function of 
tangent has been used.  Considering the mentioned fact, the calculated phase will be 
in the range of [-π , +π], which may cause some discontinuity (jumps)  on the 
extracted phase map.  In order to solve this problem the extracted phase should be 
unwrapped.  The phase unwrapping process will be explained in detail in following 
sections. 
Figure ‎4.8 and Figure ‎4.9 demonstrates the phase map before and after solving 
phase ambiguity (phase discontinuity):  
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Figure ‎4.8 The wrapped phase‎[28] 
 
Figure ‎4.9 Unwrapped phase‎[28] 
Gray level of one pixel of projected sinusoidal fringe pattern using a projector can 
be explained by the following equation:   
 
2
( , ) ( , )cos 2
pp p p
n
n
x y X Y f
N
yI A B


 
   
 
  Equation 20 
where y
 p 
is the coordination of one pixel in the projector, In
p
 (x , y) is the contrast 
of that pixel, A 
p
 (x , y) and B 
p
 (x , y ) are the user defined Constants, f  is the 
frequency of the sinusoidal wave, n is the index of the phase shift, N is the total 
number shifted phases, and p is an identifier for the  projector.  The image of Figure 
‎4.10 illustrates the created fringe patterns with frequency of f = 1/128 and N = 3.   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure ‎4.10 The projected fringe patterns on an empty reference plane 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure ‎4.11 The projected Fringe patterns on an object 
Without considering the gamma radiance of projector, and in theory, contrast of 
one pixel in an image captured by camera can be calculated by the following 
equation: 
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  Equation 21 
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The multiplier A 
c
 (x , y), which illustrates the average grey degree of all pixels in 
all the patterns can be calculated as follows;  
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c c
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A I


    Equation 22 
Index "c" indicates the camera.  Similarly, B 
c
 (x , y ) which illustrates the 
modulated contrast (Amplitude sinusoidal radiometric wave value) of one pixel can 
be calculated using the following equation:  
 
 
 
 
Equation 23 
 
Figure ‎4.12 illustrates the  Ac (x,y) and   ,   cB x y  images that have been  
created using Equation 22 and Equation 23: 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure ‎4.12(a): The Ac image (b):  cB image created using the equations 58 
and 59 
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A
c
 (x,y) is the contrast degree or the texture of the object.  Since In
c  (x,y) is a 
constant which means that, the light patterns have less influence on contrast degree, 
then   ,   cB x y  will be close to zero.  This specificity can be used to create a mask 
that can eliminate the shadows and imperfections in the phase map.  In other words  
A
c
 (x,y) is a regular image without projected patterns, while   ,   cB x y  illustrates 
the part which the patterns have been projected on perfectly. 
(x,y) illustrates the value of  the obtained phase.  (x,y) can be calculated using 
Equation 24:  
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Equation 24 
 
The wrapped phase calculated using Equation 24 can be seen in  Figure ‎4.13:  
 
Figure ‎4.13 The extracted phase map using the Equation 24 
In this section we described phase shifting which was our fringe analyzes method 
in contrast with other possible methods which include the Fourier transform and 
wavelength transition methods.   
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4.3.1 Optical arrangement and calibration  
Optical arrangement and calibration plays a considerable role in the fringe 
profilometry method (fringe projection).  It is essential that the optical arrangement 
of camera and projector sets according to the specific arrangement as illustrated in 
Figure ‎4.14.  Correspondently, in dispute of any kind of failure in optical 
arrangement and calibration; the whole system will demonstrate unworthy outputs.  
In view of the above remark, we experienced a number of difficulties in process of 
fringe analysis, which were directly related to lack of preciseness in calibration and 
optical arrangement.  In order to make the problem clear and emphasize the 
importance of optical arrangement and calibration we will include and explain some 
failed outputs; explain the reasons of the phenomena, and corresponding solutions at 
the end of this section.   
Imagine a standard crossed-optical-axes geometry as shown in Figure ‎4.14.  The 
optical axes of the camera and projector join at point O on the reference plane R.  
From point O the depth of the object surface is calculated.  The camera and projector 
are equidistant from the reference plane at distance l0  and distinguished  from each 
other by a distance d0.  The angle between the camera and projector axes is   (where 
tan  = tan 
𝑑0
𝑙0
).  The projected striations of light and dark fringes are normal to the 
plane of R. 
Consider a visionary plane, S, which is perpendicular to the axis of the projector.  
Assuming the projector is at an infinite distance from the plane, the parallel fringes 
on this plane will be equally spaced.  On the reference plane R, however, since the 
projector is at a finite distance and at an offset projection angle, the grating will be 
modulated. 
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Figure ‎4.14 Optical arrangement 
The level of modulation relies on the angle of projection and the depth of the 
point on the reference plane away from the origin O.  If an object is located in the 
field of the survey the fringes will be further modulated by the object surface. 
Optical arrangement and calibration play a great roll in the fringe projection 
method.  Considering the level of importance of optical arrangement; it goes without 
saying that any lack of preciseness in calibration or optical arrangement may cause a 
total system failure and unusable outputs.  For instance if the camera is not stabilized 
during the image capturing process, the extracted phase will be inconsistent, due to 
the movement of the reference plane and object pixels.  Considering the mentioned 
fact, it is mandatory to use a tripod to stabilize the camera.  Considering the fact that, 
any fraction of movement during capturing the images may cause the whole phase 
map be useless.  Consequently, it is wiser to use a remote controller for capturing the 
images.  During our experimental process we faced the same problem.  For making 
the whole notion more clear, Figure ‎4.15 illustrates one of the failed attempts due to 
the camera movement.  Though we experienced this failure it ultimately led to better 
understanding the optical arrangement.   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
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(g) 
 
(h) 
 
(i) 
Figure ‎4.15 (a)-(c):unstabilized (Moved) captured images with small 
wavelength, (d)-(f):unstabilized (Moved) Captured images with wavelengths 
equal to the projector resolution to extract the reference plane phase (g)-
(i):wrapped and unwrapped phases extracted . 
 
As it can be seen in Figure ‎4.15 the extracted phases are completely filled with 
artifacts.  The whole wrapped phase is blurry and more important the pixels that 
modulated with the height information of the object are covering each other due to 
the movement of the original pictures.  Consequently, the unwrapped phase is 
completely unusable.  The unwrapped phase contains same kind of artifacts that 
covers the pictures.  These imperfections were caused by the camera movement. 
In view of optical arrangement and calibration, it is also so important that the 
projector and camera axes be perpendicular to the reference plane axes.  Considering 
the mentioned property, with the lack of perpendicularity between the camera-
projector axes and the reference plane axes, the height points will be increased and 
reverse on the reference plane.  Consequently the height points will continue 
reversing as we proceed along the linear plane from left to right.  To illustrate the 
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problem Figure ‎4.16 is self explanatory enough.  The image has been created during 
our research on calibrating the fringe projection system. 
 
Figure ‎4.16 A 3D plot of the woman sculpture, which explains the height 
point growth due to the calibration failure 
 
4.3.2 Phase to height conversion  
The image of fringe patterns projected on the object can be represented as the 
Equation 25 illustrates:  
 0( , ) ( , ) ( , )(2 ( , ))g x y a x y b x y x x yf      Equation 25 
where g(x,y) is the intensity of the pixel (x,y) in the image, a(x,y) is a slowly 
varying function that gives the background illumination, b(x,y) is a slowly varying 
function that represents the contrast between the light part and dark parts of the 
fringe patterns, f0 is the spatial carrier fringe frequency or in other words the number 
of fringes per unit distance on the reference plane in the region around point O, and  
 (x,y) is the phase shift caused  by the object surface and the angel of projection.  
This can be explained as Equation 26: 
 
0 2
( , ) ( , ) ( , )x y x y x y      Equation 26 
Where 0 (x,y) is the phase that has been caused by the angel of projected patterns 
on the reference plane, and 2 (x,y) is the phase caused by the object's height 
distribution.  a(x,y) , b(x,y) and  (x,y) are all assumed to vary slowly compared to 
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the fringe frequency of f0.  Consider Figure ‎4.14 again.  The fringe from the projector 
reaches the object surface on point H will crosses the reference plane on point C.  
Also consider that this fringe is seen by the camera at point D, height of the object 
can be explain by Equation 27:     
 0( , ) 2z
x y CDf    Equation 27 
Referring to the Figure ‎4.14, considering the fact that the triangles  EpHEc  and 
CHD are similar.  There for: 
 
0
0
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

  Equation 28 
Thus: 
 
0 0
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h x y
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h x y
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
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
  Equation 29 
Where h(x,y) is measured positive to the left of the reference plane. 
In view of the above remark, the above equation can be easily rearranged as 
Equation 30:  
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
  Equation 30 
 
4.3.3 Phase shifting profilometry  
Profilometry is the use of a technique in the measurement and profiling of an 
object.  In phase shifting profilometry (PSP), the images should be captured while 
fringe patterns projected and shifted on each one of them by a certain amount of 
phase angle.   
The process can be explain as follow that a sinusoidal fringe pattern is projected 
onto an object using the equation defined in Equation 25.  The first image acquired 
for the PSP method can be captured with the fringe pattern projected at the given 
position.  The fringe pattern then phase shifted by the fraction of 1/N of its period 
and the second image will be captured.  So on and so for, Phase shifts each 1/N of 
the fringe period are carried out on the patterns until "N" images are acquired.  Using 
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N images where N= 3,4,5,...  the phase distribution  (x,y) can be retrieved using 
Equation 31: 
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Equation 31 
 
Considering the mentioned fact, the phase of the reference plane 0(x,y) can be 
calculated in a similar way, and it is then subtracted from (x,y) that only remains 
the target object height z(x,y).   
Following is a flowchart which illustrates the process of phase shifting method:  
 
Figure ‎4.17 phase shifting method flowchart 
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Figure ‎4.18 illustrates the output resulted by using the previous algorithm: 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure ‎4.18 Using fringe pattern with wavelength of 1024, (a) The original 
image without the fringe patterns, (b) The woman sculpture phase, (c) 
Unwrapped phase, (d) Plane source phase, (e) Depth phase, (f) The 3D point 
cloud output using plot3 command in Matlab. 
As Figure ‎4.18 shows, the reconstructed 3D model does not produce high 
precision level and details, especially on lower level parts of the sculpture.  However, 
it produces better precision on the higher coordinates of the sculpture, like the 
woman's hair in Figure ‎4.18(f).  This is a direct result of using a fringe pattern 
wavelength that is not narrow enough to cover the details in low coordinates of the 
sculpture.  Consequently, we repeated the same experiment using a fringe pattern 
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with a wavelength of 10.  Better output was produced in this test case, as shown in 
Figure ‎4.19. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure ‎4.19 Using fringe pattern with wavelength of 10, (a) The original 
image without the fringe patterns, (b) The woman sculpture phase, (c) 
Tnwrapped phase, (d) Plane source phase, (e) Depth phase, (f) 3D outputs using 
plot3 command in Matlab, (h) and (i) The 3D output using the mesh command. 
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Then, we used the same fringe pattern with wavelength of 10 with the second 
object, human skull.  The result is shown in Figure ‎4.20. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
  
 
(g) (h)  
Figure ‎4.20 Using fringe pattern with wavelength of 10, (a) The original 
image without the fringe patterns, (b) The skull phase, (c) Unwrapped phase, 
(d) Plane source phase, (e) Depth phase, (f) The 3D output using plot3 command 
in Matlab, (g) and (h) 3D Model using mesh command 
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The previous experiments showed that the level of precision increases by 
decreasing the wavelength of the fringe patterns used. 
 
In an attempt to reduce the computations, we repeated the same experiments with 
the same two objects, described previously.  However, only three images (instead of 
six) were used to construct the 3D model.  Figure ‎4.21 and Figure ‎4.22 show the 3D 
models constructed for the two objects.  While, the computational times were 
significantly reduced, the reconstructed models are less precise, compared to the ones 
constructed during the previous experiments.  However, it remains an attractive 
solution when using small/mobile devices with limited processing powers, or in 
some applications that do not require high accuracy. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.21 3D output using three images 
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Figure ‎4.22 3D output using three images 
 
In this section, using phase shift method for fringe pattern analysis was 
experimentally investigated.  Fringe patterns with different wavelengths were 
investigated.  The experiments used two objects with different attributes (e.g.  size, 
material, level of details).  Experimental results demonstrated that using patterns with 
shorter wavelengths captures more object details at the expense of more 
computational time during the phase unwrapping stage. 
 
4.4 Practical results based on phase shifting and 
binary code patterns method 
To conduct experiments to test viability of binary code patterns method presented 
in section 2, we built a projection system with the configuration shown in Figure 
‎4.14.  Our system is composed of a Casio XJ-A256 digital light processing unit 
(DLP), a PC with Intel Core i3 processor, and a Nikon D5100 DSLR camera.  The 
DLP has the following technical specifications: 3000 ANSI lumens, 1800:1 contrast 
ratio, 16:10 aspect ratio, and a 1280x800 resolution.  The DLP chip is 0.65-inch, and 
computer resolution is up to SXGA + (1600x1200).  The camera has a resolution of 
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16.2 mega pixels and a kit sensor lens of 23.6x15.6 mm CMOS (DX format).  A 
tripod was used to fix the camera during the experiments.  A remote controller was 
used to capture the images without touching the camera on the tripod.   
 
 An object has been used which is a chalky white sculpture of a woman.  We used 
the phase shifting approach (as explained in Section 4.3 during the fringe pattern 
analysis phase.  The results are presented in the next section. 
 
In this method, at least three shifted fringe patterns should be projected on the 
object.  The projected fringe patterns should also have 120 degree phase difference.  
According to our practical results, the camera and projector should be close to each 
other, and the camera and projector optic axes should be parallel to the reference 
plane axis.  Considering the mentioned optical calibration and system setting three 
pictures should be taken from the object while the fringe patterns are projected on it .  
Next, the phase of the assorted patterns should be calculated.  This process will be 
repeated with and without the presence of the object.  According to chapter 4.3.2, it 
has been shown that the depth properties of the object can actually be calculated 
using the subtraction results of the object phase and the reference plan phase. 
 
One of the most challenging problems in fringe projection method is the phase 
unwrapping method.  In which, the calculated wrapped phase is between 0 and 2πi 
intervals where 2πi coefficients are unknown.  These unknown coefficients are called 
the phase ambiguity.  There are three major solutions for solving the phase ambiguity 
or phase unwrapping. 
 spatial analyses :  
The main advantage in this method is that there is no need for additional 
helping patterns.  In this method, all the pixels of wrapped phase will be 
processed and every two neighbour pixels that have sudden jump in their 
phase value will be identified and 2πi coefficients will be added to the target 
pixels accordingly.  This method is dramatically time consuming and 
significantly ambiguous in depth and surface, in case of using complex 
objects and facing shadows. 
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 Multi wavelength analyses : 
In this method, at least three additional fringe patterns with wavelength 
equal to the width of the projector should be obtained.  In the next step 2πi, 
coefficients will be calculated using these big wavelengths, and will be 
applied to the phase of the smaller wavelengths which is more precise.  The 
main disadvantage of this method is that in case of considerable calculating 
error in the large wavelength phase.  The phase unwrapping results will not 
be precise consequently. Considering the mentioned possible calculating 
errors these errors may be caused in using white shiny objects or high level of 
contrast in projector light.  The main advantage of this method is that only 
needs three additional fringe patterns. 
 Time based analyses : 
In this method code, patterns will be created according to each wavelength 
area and will be projected on the object in the way that the phase ambiguity 
can be calculated by using these code patterns.  The only disadvantage in this 
method is that it needs more patterns, for instance.  In our practical attempts, 
we used eight patterns to solve the phase ambiguity. 
 
We used the third method in our second practical approach.  In the following 
sections, this method will be illustrated in details and some of the important 3D 
reconstruction crucial coding (Matlab) parts will be explained during the 
explanation of the whole method.  This will help the reader to understand the 
difficulties and obstacles on the way of implementation of fringe projection 
method and also may help the reader to gain a better understanding of coding 
nature in implementation of fringe projection method. 
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4.4.1 Fringe generation  
Assume that the projector has 100 width pixels.  Considering the fact that creating 
the fringe patterns for one row will repeat for all the similar rows, only one row of 
the generated fringe pattern's algorithm will be explained.  Assume that one fringe 
pattern with wavelength of 20 (T=20) with three fringe shifts (N=3) and 120 degree 
needs to be created.  Accordingly, P=wt+p0 is a function of the pixel position 
(t=1:n) ,Wave frequency can be illustrated as:  
w=2* pi/T using the formula w=2*
i
T

 
Where T is the wavelength value and p0 is the shifted phase value, which can be 
calculated using following code:  
pi+2*pi*i/N  
therefore,  
I= a0+(b0-a0)*(1+cos(P))/2  
which will be illustrated as a sinusoidal function with values between a0 and b0. 
 
In view of above remark three major points should be contemplated: 
 In view of the radiometric behaviour of the projector, in areas which 
are absolutely black or absolutely while, the projector will not behave 
completely linearly.  In other words, by changing the brightness level in 
image pictures of the fringe patterns, the level of brightness in projected 
patterns by the projector, will not convert linearly.  This will cause acute 
problems in producing the phase map.  In order to avoid the mentioned 
problem, the range of black-and-white areas in the fringe patterns changed 
from 0-255 to 50-200.  Hence a0 and b0 will be defined as follow: (a0=50 
and b0=200).  In addition, In working with shiny or very bright objects, 
defining the b0 value to 150 will help significantly and leads to better 
practical results. 
 Considering the fact that by growing the "t" value the phase of "p" 
will be increased, in immense values of "p", Matlab will calculate the cos(p) 
with some volumes of errors, due to approximation of the Taylor expansion.  
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Accordingly, in calculating the phase "p" it is better to calculate the value of 
function cos(p) after omitting the 2*k*πi(2kπi) coefficients.  In view of the 
above remark, for calculating the reduced phase, the following code has been 
used: P=P-floor(P/(2*pi))*2*pi 
 The fringe patterns should result in an eight bit integer picture.  
Accordingly, we used the following command to convert the real I values to 
integer values: 
I=uint8(round(I)); 
 
Figure ‎4.23 Horizontal axes: pixel numbers, vertical axes (up): calculated 
phase, vertical axes (down): reduced phase 
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Figure ‎4.24 Calculated fringe patterns function with assuming values  a0=50 
and b0=150 
 
Figure ‎4.25 shifted Fringe patterns (120 degree) profiles in color 
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               (a)                                 (b)                                   (c) 
Figure ‎4.26 shifted fringe patterns a: 0 b: 120 c: -120 
4.4.2 Code patterns generation 
Considering the fact that in each row, the fringe patterns will be repeated every 20 
pixels, as a result, the phase ambiguity of each pixel will be increased with the 
amount 2*πi in each 20 pixels.  In view of the above remark, if the phase ambiguity 
of each pixel is equal to k*2*πi(2kπi) therefore, k values will be distributed in k=0-1-
2-3-4.  Generally, k=0 and ceil (n/T-1). 
 
Figure ‎4.27 k coefficients for phase ambiguity 
It is possible to use binary codes to generate the code patterns.  In view of the 
width of the projector equal to 1280 pixels (n=1280), and also considering the fact 
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that each area is equal to 20 pixels, as a result; there are 64 areas to be coded 
(64=1280:20).  64 is equal to 2 to the power of 6.  Consequently, we need six binary 
pictures (code patterns) to code 64 areas.  Assuming the binary codes are equal to c1 
to c6.  As a result: 
 
CODE=C1+C2*2+C3*4+C4*8+C5*16+C6*32 
 
In view of the above command, the code value will be a number between 0 to 63 
which actually are the 2*πi coefficients in phase ambiguity and can be used to 
unwrap the phase.  Figure ‎4.28 illustrates he binary code patterns profiles. 
 
Figure ‎4.28 Generated binary codes profile 
It is mandatory to create one black (B) and one White (W) code images, in order 
to binarize the grey level pictures.  Hence, the thresh hold (Th) value should be 
calculated (Th=(B+W)/2) and for each code if ci value is greater than the 
threshold, then it is going to change to one, otherwise it is going to change to zero.   
Ci=Ci>Th 
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Figure ‎4.29 Code patterns 
4.4.3 Three dimensional reconstruction 
In this method, three fringe patterns and eight code patterns were created and 
projected on the object and reference plane.  Each one of these groups of eleven 
pictures was analyzed, and the phase map of each was calculated accordingly. 
 
Figure ‎4.30 Projected code and fringe patterns on the reference plane 
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Figure ‎4.31 projected  code and fringe patterns on the object 
 
4.4.3.1 Optical arrangement and calibration 
 
Three crucial points should be considered regarding to optical arrangement and 
calibration in this method  
 The position of the projector and camera should not be moved at all 
during the process of taking pictures.  The camera should not be touched at 
all, and the pictures should be taken using a remote controller.  These modest 
facts are significantly crucial in view of a very simple optical fact that if the 
camera lens moves one-hundredth of a millimetre, the picture pixels will 
move in scale of 10 or 20(pixels) according to the distance between the 
camera and the reference plane. 
 The projector and the camera should be focused on the object.  
Regarding the camera, it comes with better practical results if the camera 
setting be set on auto focus.  Additionally, the projector should warp enough 
by choosing a precise focusing value, that the pixels of the projected patterns 
on the objects should not be distinguishable from a near distance. 
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 The projector brightness level has to be chosen very precisely to avoid 
any distribution of the white lights fraction on the black part of the projected 
patterns on the object.  The level of brightness can be set using the projector 
settings or by choosing smaller values for patterns on the brighter areas.  
These variables are mostly differing from one to other practical attempts.  
They are highly related to the level of brightness of the sculpture, how much 
light it will reflect and how much dark or bright is the room or the wall 
behind the object. 
 A very high-tech controlled environment and equipment (light meter) will be 
needed to measure and calculate these variables.  On one hand, in my knowledge 
there was no such equipment or room available or we didn't have access to such 
high level controlled lab for light analysing and measurement.  On the other 
hand, these kind of scientific experiences are not really related to computer 
science, they are mostly related to optic and physics and light analysing sciences.  
There are too many concepts that may influence the whole system in optical and 
light matters.  Our suggestions are completely based on experimental matters and 
trial and error.  Although, suggested corrections can easily illustrate the main 
solutions for these minor obstacles on the way of implementing or repeating the 
same practical attempts presented in this thesis. 
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Figure ‎4.32 Object texture resulting from averaging operation 
 
 
As it can be seen in the texture picture, there are some unwanted fringe patterns.  
These fringe patterns can be removed using some filtering techniques in the 
frequency domain.  It is possible to specify shadow areas using the fringe patterns.  
The threshold value has been set to 30 after using some trial and error attempts. 
Threshodling value for the mentioned operation is 20 using a 3 by 3 mask.  
 
A=(I1+I2+I3)/3; 
MSK=abs(I1-A)<TH & abs(I2-A)<TH & abs(I3-A)<TH 
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Figure ‎4.33 Shadow recognition output 
The wrapped phase can be calculated using the following command: 
Phase=atan2(sqrt(3)*(I1-I3),2*I2-I1-I3).*MSK; 
Figure ‎4.33 demonstrates the output resulted by applying the shadow recognition 
mask.  Figure ‎4.34 illustrates the wrapped phase obtained by phase shifting fringe 
analyses method. 
 
Figure ‎4.34 Wrapped phase 
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The retrieved code pattern is as follows: 
 
Figure ‎4.35 Retrieved code patterns picture 
 
The unwrapped phase is illustrated in Figure ‎4.36:  
 
Figure ‎4.36 Unwrapped phase with some artifacts 
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As it can be seen in the picture, due to some minor errors in retrieving the code 
patterns in areas of varying white to black patterns; some artefacts has been created 
in the phase map.  The Median filter has been used to reduce these artefacts.   
 
Figure ‎4.37 Phase map 
As it can be seen the median filter reduced the level of artifacts in significant 
scale.  All the previous steps should be repeated for the reference plane accordingly.  
Figure ‎4.38,Figure ‎4.39 and Figure ‎4.40 demonstrate the outcome of each step in 
succession but this time with respect to the reference plane. 
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Figure ‎4.38 Reference plane wrapped phase 
 
Figure ‎4.39 Retrieved reference plane code patterns 
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Figure ‎4.40 Reference plane unwrapped phase 
In order to calculate the final phase map with modulated height information, we 
should subtract the wrapped object phase map from the reference plane phase map. 
 
Figure ‎4.41 Phase map with some artifacts 
There are some artifacts on the phase map picture Figure ‎4.41, so we improved 
the previous phase map using the following filter  
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dp(abs(dp)>15 | dp>-4)=0; 
dpf=abs(dp); 
 
Figure ‎4.42 Phase map after filtering 
We used another Median filter to reduce the artifacts and noises on the phase map.   
 
Figure ‎4.43 Improved phase map 
 
Now that the depth changes can be seen on the phase map picture (Figure ‎4.43) in 
its best condition; for final step the area of the object should be cut from the main 
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phase map picture, due to this fact that the background point clouds are completely 
useless considering the following codes the sculpture area of interest has been 
distinguished. 
 
xmin=1000;xmax=1600;ymin=900;ymax=1600; 
dpf=dpf(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax); 
rgb1=rgb1(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
 
  
Figure ‎4.44 Object and its phase map 
With executing the following commands it is possible to generate the phase map 
in color based on the height of the each part of the object  
imshow(dpf,[]) 
colormap(jet(256)); 
colorbar 
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Figure ‎4.45 Phase map with distinguishing based on height 
 
 
Figure ‎4.46 Phase map in color and its corresponding point cloud 
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Figure ‎4.47 woman sculpture point cloud created by Matlab 
Figure ‎4.48, Figure ‎4.54 and Figure ‎4.49 are the 3D mesh reconstructed models 
base on point cloud created in previous step.  The following models are not 
necessarily generated by Matlab, although it is possible to create considerable variety 
of 3D models in Matlab for instance, "wired mesh" models.  The following models 
are created by trial version of "Geomagic" software.  There are numerous kind of 
point cloud processing software products that can be used to process point clouds.  
These programs are capable of reading 3D(point cloud) file formats.  Geomagic, 
Microstation pointtools, Arc gis cloud extension and Mesh lab, can be named as 
some of these applications.  Our Matlab program creates a 3D file in (XYZ) format 
which is supported by most of the mentioned point cloud analyzing applications.  
These applications are capable of providing functional tools to convert point clouds 
to any kind of 3D models that can be used in various demands accordingly.  Figure 
‎4.48, Figure ‎4.54 and Figure ‎4.49 illustrate some of these 3D model types. 
Although these types are mainly differ in only presenting the 3D model in 
different shape, texture or color, the presentation of different types of 3D models can 
be useful in this thesis.  Please note that the process of creating the point cloud of the 
skull has been omitted due to the repetition. 
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                       (a) 
 
                        (b) 
Figure ‎4.48 (a):3D wired (b): 3D mesh 
 
Figure ‎4.49  Repaired 3D model in a way of unifying the empty space behind 
the 3D scanned surface (unified 3D model) 
The skull object was scanned and processed in a similar manner producing the 
following results.  Figure ‎4.50 illustrates the projected fringe and code patterns on 
the skull. 
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Figure ‎4.50 Projected fringe and code patterns on the skull 
Figure ‎4.51 illustrates the projected fringe and code patterns on the reference 
plane.  It is mandatory that the camera and the projector do not be moved or  touched 
during the whole process of capturing the images.  
 
Figure ‎4.51 projected fringe and code patterns on the reference plane  
Figure ‎4.52 illustrates the extracted colored height phase map and its 
corresponding point cloud.  In view of the optical calibration and settings; the level 
of brightness of the skull object is less than woman sculpture. 
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The brightness settings on the projector had been set to higher levels due to the 
fact that the skull surface reflects less amount of light comparing to the woman 
sculpture.  Additionally, considering the size of the skull comparing to the woman 
sculpture, area of interest values in the Matlab program have been changed in order 
to remove useless surrounding areas around the skull.   
 
Figure ‎4.52 Phase map in color and its corresponding point cloud 
 
Figure ‎4.53 skull sculpture point cloud created by Matlab 
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                           (a) 
 
                      (b) 
Figure ‎4.54 (a): 3D spike reflex model (b): 3D mesh 
 
In this section, a first time implementation of an algorithm for phase unwrapping 
has been presented.  It is generally based on generating some binary code patterns 
that help us to achieve the phase ambiguity coefficients.  The author has never seen 
any similar implementation method of unwrapping in any paper.  Despite the vast 
variety of research that has been done by the author of this thesis on binary code 
pattern unwrapping method, the author is not sure about any industrial or 
unpublished implementation of this method.  In academic publications only 
theoretical concepts on code patterns method have been presented with no 
implementation or practical results.   
  This chapter is concluded with a brief summary of what was covered in the 
chapter.  Phase shifting was presented in section 4.3 and practical outcomes of my 
implementation of phase shifting were presented in section 4.4.  In section 4.5, 
experimental results from a first implementation of a method for phase unwrapping 
(code pattern method) were presented.  We did not change anything else in the whole 
phase shifting method that was described in section 4.3.  The main method is still 
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based on phase shifting.  It was found that code pattern unwrapping method in fringe 
projection 3D modelling may  at least need 22 pictures, 11 from the object and 11 
from the reference plane.  Contrast this with the three pictures required for fringe 
projection using the previous unwrapping method.  But the good news is that while 
the previous method produces acceptable results, more precision can be achieved in 
the code pattern unwrapping method. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Evaluation  
 
5.1 Surface scaling calibration error (surface phase 
calibration)  
Principal foundation of implemented evaluation method in this thesis is based on 
one of the most common concepts in photogrammetry.  In photogrammetry, it is 
possible to calculating the real distances of elements on the scene by using a 
photograph.  The main logic behind this method is that by measuring the distances 
between known elements on the scene and the pixel distances in the photograph it is 
possible to convert pixel scaling to metric.  Considering the fact that there is no flat 
surface on the object(woman sculpture) to put the marker on it, we used cubic 
markers to convert the phase height to metric scale.   
In order to compute the level of preciseness of the resulting 3D model, two height 
scale calibration objects and two surface scale calibration markers have been used.  
The 3D model should be rescaled with two main categories.  One is the surface 
scaling which is the transitioning of the length in a pixel into the millimetre scale, 
and the second one is height rescaling calculation, which is the process of rescaling 
the height from the scale of phase.  (Radian) to the millimetre scale.   
Two calibration objects which are two cubic objects with recognized distance in 
height and length, and also two markers on the surface of the reference plane have 
been used with a known distance between them in scaling units of both pixel and 
millimetre.  Table (5.1) illustrates the calculated distances for calibration objects and 
markers. 
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 Small 
ziggurat  
object Upper 
marker 
Small 
cube 
cube Lower 
marker 
width  114 
mm 
 57 
mm  
57 
mm  
 
length  196     
Pixel distance    588   660 
distance   260 mm   290 mm 
height 10mm20
mm  
264  57 
mm 
115 
mm 
 
Height in point 
cloud 
   4.387 8.573  
Table ‎5.1 Calibration objects and the original object scaling measured 
numbers 
 
In order to calculate the surface scaling transition (pixel to millimetre) the longest 
calculated surface marker (lower marker) has been used: 
 
SH(Scale_Horizontal)=realdistance/pixeldistance=290/660
=0.4394 
 
The calculated coefficient should be multiplied with other surface scaling 
markers, in order to obtain other surface markers' distances with midlines scaling 
unit.  The obtained distance should be subtracted from the measured distance in order 
to obtain the surface scaling error.  In view of the above remark, the mentioned 
procedure should be applied on the second surface scaling markers (upper marker): 
 
Computed Length=L1=0.4394*588=258.36mm 
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Real Length=L2=260mm 
e=Horizontal Error=L2-L1=260-258.36=1.64mm 
 
Figure ‎5.1 illustrates the surface and height calibration setup. 
The markers are the four green dots on four corners of the object.  The two cubic 
objects and one two level ziggurat has been used as the phase height indicators.   
 
Figure ‎5.1 The surface and height scaling calibration setup 
 
 Root mean square error (RMSE) can be calculated as follows: 
 
RMSE=sqrt((e1^2+e2^2+e3^2+…+en^2)/n)                   
(sqrt = Square root) 
 
In view of the above remark, e1= 1.66 mm.  Therefore, RMSE = e1 = 1.64 mm.  
RMSE is the absolute calculated error, but the proportional (average) error of surface 
scale can be calculated by dividing the absolute calculated error by the real measured 
distance:  
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Relative Horizontal Error=1.64/260=1/159  
 
In view of the above remark, the error in surface distance is 1:159. 
Considering the fact that the scale of the object is about 200 mm in the worst case 
scenario, the average surface scaling error is equal to: 
 
200:159 = 1.25 mm 
  
5.2 Depth surface calibration error (depth phase 
calibration) 
The whole process is almost the same as that described in the previous section 
(surface scale calibration error), but this time we used two measured cubes for the 
height scaling calibration error evaluation. 
 
SV(Scale_Vertical)=realdepth/phasevalue=115/8.573=13.41
42 
 
The resulting coefficient should be multiplied by the other phase height numbers 
(in radian unit) in order to obtain  the heights in millimeter units.  The achieved 
millimeter height should be subtracted from the measured height in order to obtain 
the error: 
Computed Depth=D1=13.4142*4.387=58.85mm 
Real Depth=D2=57mm 
e=Vertical Error=D2-D1=57-58.85=-1.85mm 
The RMSE value can be calculated in a similar way as explained in the previous 
section. 
RMSE = e1 = 1.85 mm 
Consequently the average height scale error is: 
 
Relative Vertical Error=1.85/57=1/31 
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Comparing the surface scaling error and height scaling error, the height error is 
five times more than the surface error.  Considering the height of the object which is 
equal 264 mm in the worst case, the average height scaling error is equal to: 
 
264:31=8.52mm 
  
Reasons for the surface to height scaling error can be explained as follows: 
 Lack of required preciseness in camera and projector calibration: It is 
completely difficult to calibrate the camera and projector in the way that the 
lens center of the camera and projector really position in a perpendicular 
way.  In order to make them perpendicular there must be special equipment 
to do it in scales of less than millimeters. 
 Lack of preciseness in camera focal lens and projector DLP: 
All the commercial cameras on the market have considerable distortions 
in their focal lens which will cause considerable errors in the system.  The 
focal lenses in the mentioned kind of commercial cameras are metric ones.  
In order to avoid such errors   metric camera and projector focal lenses 
should be used which are much more expensive than the regular camera that 
has been used. 
Considering the mentioned error factors in the whole system, the calculated error 
ratio is not unexpected.  As long as the whole system is not tested in a controlled 
environment, errors in the whole system are unavoidable.  The lack of preciseness in 
the equipment and environment may cause noises in the whole system.  For instance 
even the wall itself behind the object is not completely vertical and flat considering 
the level of measurements (less than millimeters).  The mentioned noises may be 
added together and cause a considerable total error ratio in the whole system. 
The following subsection will illustrate some practical results in other kinds of 
objects with different texture, color and light setting.   
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5.3 Practical attempt with different objects 
The following practical attempt is based on this notion that the fringe projection 
method would not work properly using "fluffy" objects.  The main reason for the 
mentioned phenomena is that the fringe patterns cannot attach to the fluffy surfaces 
and may cause the whole system failure. 
Figure ‎5.2 is the point cloud output was has been obtained using a red fluffy bear.   
 
                      (a)                                                    (b) 
Figure ‎5.2 a:  Projected fringe patterns on the bear b: the resulting point 
cloud 
As it is clearly visible the whole red fluffy parts of the bear have not be scanned 
properly.  The reasons can be explained as simply as; the fringe patterns wont lay on 
the spiky or fluffy surfaces with continuous and sudden change in depth.  
Consequently fringe analyses can be done properly phase values cannot be calculated 
for every pixel.  Accordingly the height information of the mentioned pixels cannot 
be properly extracted.   
Next object is a brown vase with narrow patterns on it.  The object has a uniform 
topology and its surface is not shiny. 
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Figure ‎5.3 Vase 
 
              (a) 
 
              (b) 
 
               (c) 
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            (d) 
 
Figure ‎5.4 a:  projected patterns on the object b:phase map with height 
indicators c:point Cloud output d:point cloud in different angel 
As it is completely obvious in the Figure ‎5.4 point cloud of the vase is very 
precise even the small patterns on the vase can be seen clearly.  These experimental 
results show that the lack of reflection and unified topography on the object can 
make a huge impact on the whole system preciseness level.  On the other hand the 
ununified topographies (sudden changes in depth) can cause serious problems for the 
whole system.  Figure ‎5.5 and Figure ‎5.6 shows the unified 3D model of the vase as 
it can noticed, the patterns on the vase are completely visible in the 3D model. 
 
Figure ‎5.5 3D mesh 
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Figure ‎5.6 3D mesh in different angel 
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Chapter 6 
   
6 Conclusion and future works 
 
This thesis has focused on the problem of creating 3D models of objects, and it  
reflects the excitement that prevails in the areas of geomatics, and electronics, optics 
and image processing.  In particular we have applied fringe projection theory and 
image processing capabilities to solve problems in the area of reconstructing 3D 
models of small objects.   
 
The main contributions of the thesis to ongoing research are as follows: 
 Implementation and creation of practical parameterized experimental 
tools based on theories in the fringe projection method  
 The development of a new phase shifting process that reduces the 
number of pictures in fringe projection method  
 Illustration of the fact that by reducing the size of the fringe patterns 
the level of preciseness of both height and details of the 3D model will 
increase  
 Investigation of the optical arrangement of fringe projection method 
and illustration by example of how failure in optical arrangement may cause 
failure in the whole method. 
 Examination of objects with different textures to find that the 3D 
outputs are match with disadvantages mentioned with respect to the 
theoretical concepts. 
    Implementation of two different unwrapping methods and 
comparison of their results and this reader has seen no such comparison 
previously done in the literature. 
 Error ratio calculation of the whole system in both surface and depth 
scale and investigation of the reasons that may cause those errors concluding 
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that in order to achieve the maximum level of preciseness, a controlled 
environment and precise metric equipment are mandatory. 
 
Further research is expected, particularly with regard to the first contribution 
listed above with a view to creating a cellular device mobile scanner and a real time 
scanning 3D measurement system.  The richness of  Fourier transform method and 
wavelength transition method  that provide for modeling 3D phenomena has not been 
fully tapped by our approach.  The mentioned methods have their own advantages in 
reducing the number of pictures that may be beneficial in creating a real time 3D 
modeling system.  We have provided a general tool that applies to phase shifting 
fringe analyses method.  A challenging problem for the near future is to provide 
more accurate, more stable and more economic methods to create 3D models of any 
desirable elements of human life.   
By knowing the error ration of the whole system in both surface scale and depth 
scale, it is possible to convert the resulted 3D model to the most nearer scale it can be 
to the real object by multiplying the error ration to all of the measured point cloud of 
the 3D model.   
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